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A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF MASS DISTRIBUTION AND
CONTROL SETTING ON THE SPINNING OF THE XN2Y-1 AIRPLANE
BY N. F. &HJDDmt
SUMMARY
The inmxtigaiion of fhe eject OJnuws didribkm on
the spinning of airpkmx intiided &h the MS on the
NY-I airplane h-s been con$inw.edby te8t8 on another
airpf.amin order to increaae tha8c0p6of thuinformation
and to observeparticuk.rly the bekmior of an airplane
thd sk.owscomiderabb change in &lip angk for its
oariouamndM.0n8of apinniw.
Th8 XN2Y-I ruzm.1training biplane wa8 med for the
prewnt teatsin which chuqve of ballud along tha longi-
twdirudand laieralaxa and change+7of aileron, 8tabikr,
and elewztor settings were ma&. The e$ea% of the8e
chunge8on the 8ttW4iyspin were meal?uredinjliglli.
l%e eJect8 of mried mum d&+iln&n and &rol
wttirq werefound to bein agreementunlhtlwrewdt8found
with tlu NY-1 airplane except for the caeee in which
changeain eia%alipoccurredwith the chmgea in the other
parameter8 of the spin. ii’atiefaztory &itdive agree-
ment between th-esetrots and the theory developed in the
anu.lyti of the NY-1 spin, extwded to include the e$ecis
of eio?eelipon eqdibtium, was obtainedwhen reaaona.ble
meumptiom a9 to the awodynumic properties of the
airplane were made.
The e$ect of a lurge amount of baliht plizced on the
wing 8trw%(not tested with ~–l] w to inmea8e the
angle of dtack, raie of rotaiion, and inward eideelip.
17wseeJect8 were in agreementwith the theory developed
for tlw NY-I airplme. No du~mm fea#ures of the
recou~ d+meloped ining the tale.
INTRODUCI’ION
The question of safety in the spinning of airplanea
continues to be a matter of great importance to design-
ers and users of airplanes. Various methods of esti-
mating the probable spinning properties of an airplane
using wind-tunnel tats or computations employing
the dimensions of the airplane have been devised, but
at present no effective method for predicting the
spinning properties of an airplane exists. Further
flight and wind-tunnel testing is, therefore, being
conducted by the N.A.C.A. to determine the design
characteristic necessary to dhinish or eliminate the
dnnger associated with the spinning of airplanes.
The investigation of the effects of masa distribution
on spinning made by the Committee (reference 1) has
been continued with another airplane to get further
information on this subject. The first kds, in which
the NY-1 airplane was used, did not bring to light the
effect of sideslip on spinning equilibrium and further
tests that would indicate the generality of the con-
clusions akwdy obtained were desired.
The present paper is a report of ilight tests made on
the X.N2Y-1 airplane in which mass distribution along
both the longitudinal and lateral axes was varied and
the control surfaces were deflected in various ways.
Wind-tunnel measurements of the aerodynamic prop-
ertica of this airplane have not yet been made, but a
model is under construction in preparation for tests on
the N.A.C.A. spinning balance. The tests reported
herein were made during the year 1931.
APPARATUSAND METHOD
The airplane used for these tests was a naval train@g
biplane powered with a 7-oylinder Warner llO-horw-
power engine. Ballast containers were fitted at the
center of gravi@, under the engine mount, in the tail
of the fuselage, and at the outer interplane struts.
With the exception of the one under the engine mount,
all ballast container were located on an airplane axis,
or so close to one that the distance to the axis could be
neglected in computations of moments of inertia of the
ballast. All but the container at the center of gravity
were provided with means of dumping the ballast
carried in them by operation of a lever in the pilot’s
cockpit. It was never necessary, however, to releaae
the ballast during the tests. The containers at the
wing struts were conveniently made of heavy canvas;
the othem were made of metal The line drawing
(&. 1) shows the dimensions of the airphme and the
positions of the ballad ccntainem.
The initial momenta of inertia of the airplane with
its teat equipment installed were obtained by means of
swinging tests as described in reference 2.
The rigging and extermd dimensions of the airplane
were not changed during the period of the tests. The .
effect of control setting on the steady spins was
obtained for ailerons deflected with and against the
spin, elevator up and down, and stabilizer full up and
full down.
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The quantities necessary for a complete determina-
tion of the motion of the airplane were measured with
an instrumeritinstallation essentially the same as that
described in reference 3, consisting principally of three
electrically driven gyroscopic angular-velocity record-
ers, a three+omponent accelerometer, a sensitive ahi-
meter, and a timer. The accelerometer was placed as
close to the center of gravity as possibIe and the read-
ings were corrected to the center of gravi~. For these
tests the accelerometer was housed in an insulated box
that was held at a constant temperature by a thermo-
statically controlled electric heater. Ccntrol of tie
operating temperature of this instrument eliminated
temperature-effect errors and obviated the necessity
)—8;8” d
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PRECISION
The precision of the instrumental measurements was
equivalent to that stated in reference 1. There were
probably fewer cases of error due to faulty operation
of the angnkm-velocity recorders in these than in pre-
vious teds because of frequent checks on the spmd
of the gyroscopes.
The limits of error of the fundamentrd measurements
may be summarized as follows: Angular velocity, + 3
percent for each component; acceleration, + 0.05 O;
interval of altitude, + 3 percent; time, + 3 percent;
weight, + 1 percent; moments of inertia, + 2.6 percent,
+ 1.3 percent, and + 0.8 percent for A, B, and (7,
respectively.
Moment
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/6~ Control deflections:
Ailerons up . . 25”
27~’ H down - 15“
Rudder . _ I -- t41”
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,
I
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Ailerons 2 aft of hing~17.70 . .
Stabilizer . . - . - .-..13.15 . .
Elevator ..---.----9.58. .
Rudder .--------- .8.ll. .
Fin---------.----l.62..
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a Ballast confiners. c Clark Y 15Z fhick. e. Base line. m. Q Hinge.
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for frequent changes of the damping oil ~th changes RESULTS
of air temperature. Special precautions were also Before presenting the results of the tests, a list of
observed to insure precision of the angular-velocity the symbols appearing in the text or tables that me
record9. The cover of each angular-velocity recorder not sticiently defied on the covem of the report is
was provided with a window through which the gyro- given with definitions. A more extensive t~blo of
scope rotor could be seen, so that the speed of the symbols and definitions may be found in the appendix
gyroscope could be checked at the end of each flight of reference 3.
by means of a portable stroboscope, for the purpose of X“, Y“, Z“, forces along ground axes.
detecting changes in calibration.
The method of making the flight tests and computing
P, % r, component of angular velocity about ~ir-
plane axea (based on the thrust line),
the results was the same as that described in reference ~x, argle of attack referred to airplane X axi~
3. The mean altitude for the spin records was 3,oOO (principal X axis for practical purposes).
feet and the standard-atmosphere densi~ of 0.002176 F, angle of sideslip (positive for outward sideslip,
slug per cubic foot for this altitude was used in ccm- left spin; negative for outward sidealip, right
putiug all the coefiicienta. spin).
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~ = ~ spin coefficient (Q resultant angular ve-
2V locity).
A, B, (7, momenta of inertia about the principaJ
axes.
C.-* The synibol Cmas used here may beconverted to the usual form by
multiplying by thespan-chord ratio,
which is 7.47.
The data me presented completely in numerical form
in tables 1, ~, and III. Table I gives the results
niemmredwith instruments, table II.gives the condition
of the airplane at the time of the spin, and table III
gives the results computed from records. Pitching
moments about the initial center-of-gravity position
were used in computing all pitching-moment coefi-
cionts. This method required add@ the moment of
ballast (taking effect of accelerations into account) to
the gyroscopic moment of the airplane for the ca.wain
which tail-heavy conditions of loading were used.
The center+f-gravity position k given as percentage
mean chord in table II. This mean chord was taken
as the chord in the plane of symmetry midw”aybetween
the upper and lower wing roots measured along the line
connecting one-third chord points, with leading and
trailing ends on lines joining the corresponding edges
of the upper and lower wirgs, and having an incidence
midway between that of the upper and lower wings.
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
EFFECT OF INCREASEOF ~NG LOADING
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For the left spins the linear velocity varied as the
square root of the wing loading, but for the right spins
the variation of linear velocity was greater. The rtddi-
tionctlincrease of linear velocity in the latter case was
probably caused by the decrease of drag as a result of
decreased angle of attack. Increase of wing loading
coused rtnincrease in the rate of rotation, but not as
much increase as was noted for similar tests on the
NY-1. The other changes were slight.
The right spins di.fTerfrom the left spins considerably,
both in respect to the magnitudes of the parameters
nnd the relative changes result@ from the increase of
wing Ioadhqg. These diflerencm between right and
left spins are evidently due to dissymmetry of the air-
plane, because the motor was stopped for all tests.
One item of dissymmetry common b airplamw was
shown to be of considerable importance & the subject
airplane; namely, fin offiet. Placing the h parrdlel
to the plane of symmiet~ eliminated most of the di&r-
ences in the characteristics of the right and left spins.
This result .wis obtained subsequent to the spin tests
given in this report by repeated trials with the fin
neutral and offset various amounts: The remainder
of the dissyminetry may be attributed to rigging and
irregularity of airfoil section. The rigging and airfoil
sectiob Were measured very carefully, and small dif-
ferences were found, but these could not be more than
partially corrected without rebnikhg the airplane in
accurate jigs.
EFFECT OF MOVING BALLAST FROM THE CENTER
OF GRAVITY TO THE NOSE AND THE TAIL
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Change of the amount of ballast shovvn in ~ble~
horn the center of gravity to the nose and @e t@l with
no shift of mass centroid caused a decrease of angle of
attack, a decrease in r@e of rotation, slight change in
sideslip, and a decrease in glide-path angle. These
results are the same as the results of the corresponding
tests with the NY-1” airplane.
EFFEO’T OF MOVING BALLAST FROM THE CENTER
OF GRAVITY TO THE WING STRUTS
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The result of transferring a large amount of ballast
to the wing struts of this ~lane &s an increase in the
equl.ibrium angle of attack, an increase in the rate of
rotation, and a decreasein the radius and vertical veloc-
ity. For less than the maximum amount of ballast
rtdded,the changw in the equilibrium conditions of the
spin were small and not proportional to the amount of
ballast moved to the wing tips. Thus, the tit increm-
ent of ballast change caused a decrease in angle of
attack and very little change in the other parameters
of the spin equilibrium. The mechanism of” h
behavior will probably be better understood when data
showing the aerodynamic properties of the airplane &
a spin have been obtained from wind-tunnel measure-
ments. The results for the subsequent additions of
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ballast were in agreement with the predictions of th
theory.
It is important to note that these additions o
ballast at the wing tips did not introduce any danger
ous changes in the nature of the recoveries. Recoveq
was observed to be slower for the spins characterize
by high angle of attack and high rate of rotation, bu
no tendency for the controls to become ineffective w-a
observed. No systematic tests arranged to show- w
closely as possible the effect of mass distribution 01
the ense of recovery were made; the foregoing state
ment was based on the observations made by the piloti
during the spins required to make the records.
EFFECT OF MOVING BALLAST FROM CENTER 01
GRAVITY TO TAIL
Banescommon T~ no. Q ‘%
t
197
Benast at q. left 4&*4s_
RO&?# & & _&
B%&i;am~ and Eamw_. 3.12 m.5 -9.3 -s4.9 TVy%2%%9?&S 21
Moving bahst from the center of gravity to th(
tail caused a very slight decrease in rate of rotatiol
and slight increase in radius, but the most importanl
changes were increases of mgle of attack and angle o;
inward sideslip. The tests with the NY-1 airplam
and the theory based on the NY-1 model twta indicati
that, in the absence of changes of sideslip angles, th~
angle of attack should have decreased if it changec
at all.
A further study of them results making use of curva
derived horn the NY-1 model teate leads to an inter-
Aing conchion regarding the yawing moments of the
wing cellule. As regards the eflect of sideslip on gyco-
scopic yawing momenti, the observed change in side-
&p between the two conditions of mass distribution
would be expectid to result in a decrease in the angle
of attack for equilibrium. Likewise, the change made
in (GA) by placing ballast in the tail would lead to a
decreased equilibrium angle of attack. On the otheI
hand, the leas of damping yawing moment of the W
accompanying the observed change in sideslip would
be expected ta require an increase in the angle oi
attack for the equilibrium. The net effect would be
e~ected to be little, if any, change in angle of attack
insi%ad of the increase as was actually observed. It
seems probable, therefore, that the wing ymving mo-
ments tending to assist the spin increased, the increase
corresponding to an increase in coefficient of about
0.01.
The results of these tests illustrate an example of
changes in the relative values of the parameters of the
pitching-moment equilibrium not previously encoun-
tered in this investigation. An inspection of the simple
equation for pitching-moment equilibrium
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– (C-A) W=+=M
shows several possibilities when (GA) is changed, In
the absence of sides.lipchangea, previous studica have
shown definitely that pitching-moment equilibrium is
reestablished after an increase in (GA) by decrease of
angular velocity and only slight change in angle of
attack. The absence of change of angle of attack
without change in angle of sidedip eliminates the
possibfity of large change of wing yawiug moment, so
that the prediction of the consequences of a change in
(GA) may be made with considerable certainty.
The effect of changing (GA) by moving ballast to the
nose and tail with the ~2Y-I airphme was in agree-
ment with such a prediction. When sideslip is intro-
duced as a factor in establishing the new equilibrium,
considerable changes in yawing-moment equilibrium
may be produced, as evidently occurred in the teats
with ballast at the tail. k this case, pitching-moment
equilibrium was reestablished by a slight decrease of
angular velocity and a considerable change in aero-
dynamic pitching moment rcmdting from the increaee
of angle of attack required for equilibrium of all
momemk.
EFFECT OF MOVING BALLAST FROM CENTER OF
GRAVITY TO WINGS AND TAIL
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The changes in the spin equilibrium resulting from
transfer of ballast from the center of gravity to the
wing tips and the tail me about what would be ex-
pected after inspecting the results of the tests made
with each of the two ballast changea sepamtdy. The
angle of attack increased to the largest value yet
measured and the sideslip increased in the inward
sense. The decreases in linear velocity and radius of
spin were relatively large.
EFFECT OF DISPLACEMENTS OF STABILIZER,
ELEVATOR, AND AILERONS
Cen~\aca I TestINI I n I ‘x I P7 I v &
Pmyg
Normel 1------------- 3S,4C441_..
Stsbfflcm.16mlfnK&im 162103.16!. 3.90
down.’ ‘-
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Aflemne Wftb SpflL.._ Iw lw 107.
AflexOmagafnetSpbL.- lC%U13,110. 4.fa
;5 21 -ii e ‘k? ~8
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eQ31-lall -s6.61 o&41 1,4
.53.2 -s4.1 6&4 1.9
57.3 -i- ; -s4.9 .s9.1 1.7
6&7 . -eJl,7 mu .96
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I Ma-one nentrnlj elevator fulf UP, mddm hard owr (left). Subsequententrlm
fn ttda column give detafb fn wbfeh the mntml Mting devkid fxom tbe normal
settfng. All detkdcma were to the Weft of ftdf travel.
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Commuison of the values of angle of attack ob-
tained ~th the stabilizer neuimd, up; and down shows
unexpected relations until the effect of the changes of
sideslip are considered. Since the valuea of sidealip
for the two sets of teats with stabilizer up and down
were respectively 8° and 6° greatar in the inward sense
than for the tests with the stabilizer neutral, it may
be seen from the theory given in reference 4 that the
angle of attack should be greater for the former two
teats than for the latter, although it would be expected
that the angle of attack for stabilizer neutral would
fall between the values for stabilizer up and stabilizer
down in the absence of changes of angle of sideslip.
11’urtherconsideration of the results shows also that
the effect of moving the stabilizer from up to down
had, comparatively, a small effect on the spin, md
that this effect was in agreement with the theory
relating ta the effect of pitching moment on the spin-
ning equilibrium.
Moving the elevator down caused the expected irL-
crease in rate of rotation, but the change in angle of
attack was negligible. The change in angle of side-
s~p was from —4.1° to – 0.6°, an increase in the oufi
ward sense, which would of itself cause a decrease of
angle of attack and therefore offset the increase of
angle of attack required by the theory when the ele-
vator is moved down and sideslip angle does not
change.
Comparison of the test results’ for ailerons neutral
and with and against the spin shows greater angle of
attack and greater inward sideslip for ailerons deflected
either way from neutral The increase of angle of
attack for both deflections was evidently associated
with the increase of inward sidcslip, but the increase
of inward sidedip for both deflections is not readily
explained horn the present lmowledge of the problem.
I?urther wind-tunnel tests may lead ta an understand-
ing of this rewlt.
Comparison of the teats of ailerons with the spin
and against the spin shows the angle of attack to be
leas and angle of sides.lipgreater inward for ailerons
with the spin. Force tests at angles of attack in the
spinning range (reference 6) indicate that aileron de-
flection with the spin would increase both the lift and
drag of the outer tip. The changes of forces on the
inner tip as a rcmdt of changes of aileron setting would
be inappreciable because the angle of attack of the
inner wing tip in these tests was very close to 90°.
Such a change in the forces on the wings would require
an increase of inward sidedip for rolling-moment equi-
librium, but the increase in drag at the outer tip
would cause the increase in angle of attack for simul-
taneous yawing-moment and pitching-moment equi-
librium to be less than would have been the case in
its absence. Deflection of the ailerons against the
spin would produce opposite moments and changes in
the spin. Although the values of the spin parameters
for ailerons neutral did not lie betmeen the values for
ailerons with and ailerons against the spin, it is seen
that the teats for ailerons with the spin and against
the spin taken alone give results in agreement with
the theory.
These ailerons produced much less pronounced
changes in the spin than were produced in the case of
the NY-1 airplane. The differences of aileron arrange-
ment and deflection for the two airplanes is such that
the diiTerencein effects would be expected.
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
The model teats already planned for this airplane
on the spinning balance will be of particular value in
clarifying the understrding of the results reported
herein, especially such questions as why the addition
of ballast at the struts did not make an important
diilerence until it had all been added, why the values
for ailerons neutral did not fall between those for
ailerons deflected each way, and whether the change
of W@ yawing moment anticipated as a result of
the flight tests with ballast at the tail is due to the
change of angle of attack or to the change of angle of
eidedip. The flight tests give information only about
the conditions that actually produce equilibrium; the
wind-tunnel tests should,. in addition, give the con-
ditions that prevent the existence of equilibrium at
other values of the parameters involved. This latter
information will be equally valuable to a complete
Imowledge of the subject.
The subject of yawing moments of the wing cellule
as a function of anglea of attack and sideslip holds a
very important position in the studies leading to
methods of predicting the design characteristics of
airplanes that lead to danger in spinning. It is
necessary that more information be obtained for
ordinary wing-celhde arrangements and that design
characteristics be sought which will produce the mini-
mum of undesirable wing yawing moment.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are directly comparable
with the conclusions drawn from similar tests con-
ducted on the NY-l airplane, with the exception of
the fit three items, which pertain to effects that were
not investigated in the previous case. In many in-
stances, the conclusions drawn from the NY-1 teds
are substantiated herein, but as regards items 4 and 5,
there is disagreement. This disagreement indicatea
the importance of sidedip in the spinning equilibrium,
for in the teds to which these conclusions pertain
there was a variation in sideslip of considerable mag-
nitude, whereas with the NY–1 airplane, there was
little or no variation in sideslip angle.
1. The result of moving a large amount of ballast
from tb.e center of gravity to the wing tips without
change of mass centroid was a large increase in angle
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of attack and rate of rotation, and a considerable
diminution in the rdhis of the sp’m.
2. The effect of moving the ballast from the
center of gravi~ simuh%meouslyto the wing struts
and tail is to produce changes of the same sense as
would be obtained by adding the effects obtained for
the two changes made separably, although the nu-
merical magnitudes of the changes to the parametem of
the spin were not ai great as the sum of the effects for
the changes made separately.
3. The results of these tests are in agreement with
the prediction of the theory applied to the NY-1 tests
when the theory is extended to include qualitatively
the effects of sideslip.
4. The effect of moving the center of gravity aft by
moving the ballast from the center of gravity to the
tail was an increase in angle of attack and in inward
siddip.
5. When ailerons or stabilizer were deilected both
ways from neutral, the values of the parametws for
the resulting spins did not fall on both sides of the
corresponding valum for the normal spin, but instead
were either greater or smaller than the corresponding
normal spin values foi both senses of control deflec-
tion. This behatior is associated with observed
changes in angle of siddip.
6. Linear velocity and im.gdar velocity increase with
wing loading. If no charge in angle of attack and no
Imge change of angle of sideslip occurs, the linear
velocity varies as the square root of the wing loading.
7. The ch~~es in the spin parameters produced by
moving ballast from the center of gravity to the nose
and tail with no change of mass centroid were decrease
in rate of rotation, decrease in angle of attack, de-
crease in glide-path angle, and a slight change in
sideslip angle.
8. Change of elevator deflection from up to down
caused an increase in rati of rotation and a change of
sideslipin the outward sense, but no change in angle
of attack.
9. Change of stabilizer settirg from leading edge full
up to full down had very little effect on the spin. The
sense of the changes was the same as for elevator
deflections causing the same changw of pitching
moment of the tail.
10. Spins with aileron set with the spin as compared
with spins with aileron against the spin are charac-
terized by smaller rate of rotation and angle of attack
rmd almost the same but s~mhtly greater angle of
inward sideslip.
11. This and previous investigations of the effect of
mass distribution on the steady spin indicate that
even laqge changes in mass distribution along the
longitudinal and lateral axes do not cause airplanes
having satisfactory aerodynamic characteristics at
spinning angles of attack to spin dangerously. Large
changes in the parametws of the spin may be caused,
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but no noticeably dangerous features of the spin
develop.
LANGLIIY MEMOEm AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COAWUTIWJ FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY I?IELD, VA., Jam.uwy 10, 1934.
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TABLE I.—INSTRUMENT DATA
Test
no.1
WL
40L
UL
43L
4sL
51L
52L
ML
57L
68L
eOL
61L
62L
77L
78L
lQL
w
8sL
8sL
mL
SOL
f@L
lML
lolL
102L
10?L
104L
105L
IOSL
107L
lG$L
1c9L
11OL
IIIL
I12L
113L
118R
~R
121R
mR
124R
125R
Angular Velcdtyredngs
W&EC
–L 85
–L 70
–L @
–L 73
–L 87
–L W
–L 76
–L 78
–L 72
–201
–L9B
–2 m
–L 96
–L40
–L M
–L 18
–L m
–L 21
–L 47
–1. ’53
–L46
–L27
–L24
–L 22
–L72
-L78
–L 71
–L 53
–L6S
–L 61
–L 74
-L 72
–L w
–L m
–L E3
–L 51
–227
–2 Cu
–2 m
L78
L&2
L87
k:
2m
IL, left-hand 8PhU & rfght-handWkit
a535
.492
.23s
.ZM
.ml
.146
#
.m
.236
.163
.218
.218
. 1E3
.202
.359
.854
.m3
.723
.767
.757
.7W
.fa
.707
.915
.718
.EM
L07
LOS
L 12
.853
.967
.971
.s$2
.S9
.797
.ml
.402
.4@3
1.10
LW
L 13
L 10
Hi
L&m
–252
–z 49
–z 37
–z 65
-2 E5
–248
–1. 97
–219
–227
–z I?@
–1 m
–z 60
–2 b5
–z 55
–z 50
–x M
–2. 55
–3. 53
-3.81
2%
–Z 76
–282
–2 ea
–3. m
–z E3
–x 2s
–3. w
–% 46
-3.46
—2.EJ3
—z w
—z 96
465
—2.65
—2.53
–z 71
–3. 16
–2. 07
3.40
3.67
3.47
2.6s
3.65
3.36
-a 0310
–. Cmw
–. 0t45
–. 07f4
-. W16
-.0347
-.025-3
-. w
–. mm
-. M70
–. 0178
–. 0777
–. 0327
–. CWo
–. 03%3
–. X3
–. 223
–. 223
.0239
. 0!40
.0297
–. 167
–. 158
–. la
.olf3
.mlo
.0z50
.0152
:%!
–. ml
-.0019
.UW
.0142
.Olm
.0161
-.0719
-. 0!42
-.0603
.0761
.139
.0384
:E
.W17
rT f-tLz. ka Iw-0.0078 1.31 6.8-.0142 1.31–.CW3 1.31 &!.0W3 L26 ,;–: ~. f: ..9.0m3 1.32-.0147 1.w ::-.0166 1.34 .0.Ol?a L 29.011.9 L m .;.0216 1.24.OIES 1.23 .?JL8
.0182 1.23
.WO L 34 81.:
-. 016s 1.08 05,5
-.0330 1.10 6042
-.0132 L 10 07.3
.m76 L 13 LW8
.0371 1.12 09.7
.0151 L 11 67.0
-. m36 L u 74.9
-. 0?4s 1.14 7h 8
–. 0135 L 16 74.7
-.0270 L m 6X8
-.0143 L m
-. ot57 L 18 64,:
-. mm L 10 6L 1
-.0:07 L 18 65.0
-. 02!32 L m Cal
-. 0s40 L 21 70.0
-. 0m3 1.23 03.8
-. OW L 23 06.7
.0119 1.15 6LS
. W71 1.11 06.6
.0156 L 10 m, 1
.0276 L34 ml.2
.0m7 L 21 CL2
.CQ14 L n 6s.0
.mm L 19 0i4
.eml L 23 61.9
.0183 L 18 M 7
.02JJ3 Lm 7CL8
.13311 L 24 (R4
.CM36 L 24 Im.7
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TABLE 11.—PROPERTIES OF AIRPLANE
Test
no.
—
38L
40L
41L
43L
44L
46L
61L
.51L
64L
%
bSL
IML
61L
62L
77L
78L
79L
82L
84L
ML
8SL
8’JL
90L
68L
lC13L
10IL
102L
la3L
10iL
105L
lIML
107L
IU3L
lWIL
I1OL
lIIL
112L
113L
118R
lmR
121R
122R
124R
125R
Wd ht
dm%g
I%:(%
1,673
1,m2
LW3
1,780
;: E
1,811
1,811
1,778
1,7%S
1,S15
1,78a
1,817
1,817
1,811
1,7%9
1,ma
1,mu
1,7s9
1,m
Liw
:g
1:m
1,Em
I,E40
L640
L6S2
Law
1,676
1,a40
1,a62
l,b52
1,E&
1,670
1,6711
1,6W
1,am
1,m
;:%
1,a64
I&
Lw
Front
o
0
0
0
0
0
m
182
182
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
B- pOMd2
c.&
o
0
0
!afo
240
240
0
:
174
174
174
140
140
140
M
68
as
i%
m?!
192
192
192
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
:
0
0
0
28
240
Rmr
o
0
0
0
0
0
48
48
48
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
48
48
0
0
0
48
48
48
0
0
0
:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Wfng
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
09
M
ea
ml
%’
134
E
%
134
0
0
0
0
:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
!
o
0
0
0
Momental eRipmld constants
A
slug
feeta
74
741
741
743
743
743
7ao
760
7m
WI
WI
[, IX-9
LWS
LW3
1,172
1,ii-z
1,172
1,172
1,in
1,172
%8
76a
7b9
764
764
7a4
7a4
764
764
7a4
7a4
764
764
7M
764
764
764
764
744
751
761
740
746
746
B
slug
f~ 1
919
919
919
921
921
921
1,ml
1,ml
L 231
$-21
m
021
821
921
921
1,1X4
L 132
1,122
921
921
621
1,182
~ 182
L 182
919
919
919
919
919
919
919
919
919
91’a
919
919
919
919
91!a
919
926
926
921
WI
921
c
Sfug
fwt2
Lam
w’
1,367
i%
tf%
1,539
1,6s4
1,684
L&%
1,@o
1,m
Lmo
2,m7
2,m7
%W7
Lma
1,m
1,m
u ml
L 691
1,al
1,WI
1,W
Lmo
1,m
i$%
L330
y-SIJ
Lml
Lam
1,m
Lml
Lmo
Law
1,3m
L 3m
1,370
Lam
1,870
1,870
~1
——
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
L 76
L 76
1.75
0
0
0
0
0
0
!
o
:
0
0
0
0
:
0
0
0
0
0
:
:
0
:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
C@
8’%
mrmn
mean
chord
322
32a
322
az 6
326
az 6
322
322
322
aL 7
3L 7
aL 7
aL 8
8L 8
aL 8
4(I.6
40.6
4A6
aL 9
3L Q
aL e
il;
40.2
822
322
322
322
322
322
E;
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
322
324
a14
31.6
al. 5
3L 6
COntmlzwtting
Norm# stabflizmneuti
Do:
$2
Do.
Do.
R
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
i%
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
tiorJI# ~bllinx down2fi”.
Do:
Norm# stnbfRmrnp &.
Do.
AReroy with spin,l slabflfmr nentml.
Do:
AROmOmamfnst s@, st$tbilfzmLWUtml.
Do:
Elevaa down, stabilizer nontml.
Do.
Norm# fibflimr nentrfd.
Do:
Do.
Do.
Do.
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TABLE IH.—COMZ’UTED DATA
lallasl
mO-
mmt
A m
Ltl.-If-17 6
-149.1
-1OL 1
–87. 6
–m .9
-40.1
-1OL o
-W. 9
-2W o
18.5
126
17.7
61.7
M5
84.9
a
-a 0167
-.0160
-.0101
–. m
–. mm
–. mm
-. m
–. 0)76.!
-. m
-. m
-. m
–. W71O
–. w
-. m
–. 0144
-. KM
–. Crm3
-. w
–. Wa
-. 16Z9
–. GQ78
–. 02S5
-.0291
-.0247
-. C4w
–. 0207
–. 0640
–. Wao
–. 0046
-. Im56
–. W
–. 6@3
–. 6477
–. Mm
-. Ck542
-.6142
-. 016s
–. 0239
–. 0243
.ml
.CSol
.0370
.64W
.0714
.0668
c. c.
-a W49
-. aw
-. W26
-. m17
-. al14
–. Wlo
-. CKQ6
-. w
-, WM2
.OX!.4
:%%
.c0J13
. C014
.C020
. M1O
. @314
.M114
,0c96
.01C4
#w
-.0107
-.0106
–. Olw
-. m
-. W29
-.0102
-, OIM
-,0110
-. Oloa
–. CdJs7
-.0102
-.0104
-, IXE3
–. (W2
-. Wo7
-.0049
-. w
-, m67
.0123
.0173
.0142
.0102
.0160
.0130
Mt no. n R T
(~~
LW
L04
L 01
Lm
LW
.92
i~
.83
.94
.92
.%3
.93
.!W
.S3
.96
.96
L04
L06
L04
.92
.96
.%
LC@
Lm
L04
L02
LIX
L03
L 01
L04
L03
L04
LW
.W
.%
.2s
.s9
L@2
Lll
LM
Hi
LIM
ax B
o
–3. 5
–a.o
0
0
0.8
&o
–::
–L 2
H
L3
i;
..5
–a o
–Q 1
–a 2
–7. 5
–7. 4
–7. 6
–9. 7
–lo. 1
–8. 1
49
–7. 1
–lo. 3
–XL 3
–12 3
–12 9
-lL 2
–lo. 9
-ICL8
–Q 6
–Q 8
–a 8
.8
––i;
126
M 8
US
U1
E:
kum
zad@l
a.17
3.09
2S3
x 17
3.18
Z12
264
Z84
2S3
334
3.=
3.34
3.22
a.19
2.23
3.93
284
.281
4.16
462
4.60
3.14
?. la
&w
(~~1
L 31
L 31
L~
L29
L 31
L22
L36
L%
LZ3
L%
L25
yJ
L30
:E
L13
L13
?:
L 13
L 15
L 17
:di;
–353. 5
–362 6
-am. o
–la 9
–176. 2
–3s7. 4
+37& 6
-ah 3
–272 5
-am 9
-4a9
–w 5
–au 2
-3, S4.6
-ZEW.8
-Zwlo
-2,41L3
-2,8429
-2,777.0
–W. 8
–L CM&8
–864. 2
–~a49.o
–m o
-L4CR1
-I, CJ37.1
–1, 722.8
-1.7928
-I,2W7
-l, a2a7
-1,327.6
-1,4824
-1.49L1
-1. 31&7
-476.2
–EN. 5
–m& 2
I,0SL2
205%9
1.749.6
1,7622
ZUK5
1.@322
Lb.- t.
{–2,9 4.7
+M6.8
–% 497.2
–2,84&8
–3469.2
–~ 4024
–3,0e4i3
–3 464.1
–3, 474.0
–33SQ1
–3j 14L6
-33724
–& 1029
–& CrZ14
–a,lao
–% 674.8
–%6s4.2
+654.2
–$ 497.6
+ IC9.3
–$ 629.6
–%640.6
–2, 914.6
–Z923.6
–34?4.0
–% m. 4
-%4s29
–*WI
–a, b$?.l
+ 4WJ.6
–3,1228
–$2028
–3,243.2
–Z 424.8
–% .597.1
+3 E=3.7
-4, ol& 2
-4WL3
-z m. 6
–37M.O
-4, a3L8
–4,01&o
-4,374.2
–4644.2
-4,2aLo
cy.
:
:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
626
E43
6t7
E&2
E3.1
621
47.8
ml
620
624
6L4
&-19
620
627
b26
70.7
CI19
6Q7
67.4
E13.1
a4
@34
MS
aL2
II-Lo
W7
60.6
625
626
5L0
E:
67.0
6.5.9
&is
65.7
4%0
6s.1
63.4
.m.4
@lb
EQ7
E19
6S9
67.5
F4J&y
–~ 6
–E36 74.3
–a 3 76.6
FL
27
27
3.0
Z4
26
28
4.4
&7
&4
24
26
24
26
26
26
L3
L 3
L3
.33
.60
.64
21
!$:
~:
La
L2
L2
L2
L8
L?
L7
LO
.C!4
.!35
2a
L6
L7
L1
LO
LO
LO
LO
L2
-o. Wo7
-.0774
-. 07C4
–, 6$90
–. C@.M
-. (M74
-. CHW
-.0719
-. Cm31
-.0716
-. 67(Q
-. IX36
–. U!J67
-.0761
-.0762
-.1676
–. 1412
-.1259
–. 1260
-. 14s7
–. 1349
–. 1024
-. UWs
–. 1029
-.1271
–. la34
-.1340
–. lam
-.1322
-. m
-. WU
–. 1184
-. lm
-. lalo
-.1274
–. 1139
: gag
-.1441
–. 1421
-. 16s0
–. 1539
–. 1191
–. lam
-. 1Z37
3sL
40L
43L
4sL
51L
6214
b2L
67L
mL
@lL
61L
62L
77L
78L
79L
82L
83L
%
WL
23L
IC13L
101L
la2L
msL
104L
m5L
1133L
107L
1a3L
lcOL
IIOL
lUL
112L
113L
118B
rmll
122E
124R
USR
am
.676
.642
. S31
.Ls4
.484
.4S3
.@
.m
.640
.E32
.S2s
.516
.654
.&%
.Sm
.776
.792
.%28
.9M
.m2
.W
..ss0
.E@
.m4
.W
.821
.338
.849
.840
.6ss
.7&3
.7a
:~
.866
.727
.E36
.787
.W3
.Q51
,S!?a
.7@
.E92
.816
–34.7 %6
–84,1 saa
–844 W2
–82 a–SL.2 g!
–&6 .
–84 7 =6
–84 4 8L9
–s o 924
–84 5 g;
–% I
–84 2 8L9
–86 7 oh:
–ss. 9
-86.7 07.6
US 6426
4L8 04.%6
m.a .534.2
X4.8 O
XIL6 o
mu o
–87.0 ea9
–87.6 59.7
–m. 5 67.6
–8L9 7h$
–S& 2
–84 b 76.1
+6 6s.0
-84.9 70.7
-8S7 647
-268.9 0
-21116 0
-?A3.9 0
-2251 0
-294.7 ~
-2X. 9
3741 +8
3.46
3.i9 L18
3.91
3.83
LB
348
3.67
.200
4.04
406
397
362
37Q
a.n
2.s9
4.22
4.10
4.2a
437
4.07
L 16
L 18
Lm
L 21
1%
L 15
Lll
L“IO
L34
L 21
L23
::
L 19
L20
L?3
L 24
-274.1
-27.51 :
-m 7 0
+-Lo ‘7&
–84 8
–84.9 6&9
–&3.6 OL9
–s8.7 6%6
–ff19 eQ.2
-218.a o
-2246 0
-lUR b o
-14a 7 0
-m o 0
-W. 7 0
–s3. 1 69.7
–84. 6 025
+6 M.9
–W 1 g:
-%5.1
–89. 2 64.8
–M. 7 70.9
–w 2 ta;
–M. 9
342a o
414.2 0
270.7 0
27E.O o
4M6 o
3S2.6 O
